
Everything in life is Vibration 

 
 

 

“As you experience it yourself you experience that the entire 
material world is nothing but vibration. When we experience the 
ocean of infinite waves surging within, the river of inner sensations 
flowing within, the eternal dance of the countless vibrations within 
every atom of the body. We will witnessed our continuously 
changing nature. All of this is happening at an extremely subtle level 
. . . As you experience the reality of matter to be vibration, you also 
start experiencing the reality of the mind: consciousness, 
perception, sensation and reaction. 

 

A definition of a "healer" is 
someone who was sick and got 
well, and a great healer is 
someone who was very sick and 
got well quickly. 
Richard Gordon 



“Everything in Life is Vibration” – Albert Einstein 

The law of nature that states everything has a vibration. If you've taken a chemistry class you 
probably remember learning about atoms, and that everything is made up of atoms. These 
atoms are in a constant state of motion, and depending on the speed of these atoms, things 
are appear as a solid, liquid, or gas. Sound is also a vibration and so are thoughts. 
Everything that manifests itself in your life is there because it matches the vibration from your 
thoughts. 

 

Just because we don't understand something it 
doesn't mean it isn't true. 

Quotes from "The Secret" Movie 

There is no solidity in the universe. A form that appears solid is actually created by an 
underlying vibration. Vibrations express themselves in corresponding geometrical figures and 
in this way build up crystals that are the expression of vibration. Crystals collectively form a 
body of an element according to its particular vibration. The forms of snowflakes and faces of 
flowers take on their shape because they are responding to some sound in nature. Crystals, 
plants, and human beings are music that has taken on visible form. 
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Scatter some very fine sand over the head of a drum. Then 
take a tuning fork and strike a note just above the drum 
head causing it to vibrate. The sand would shift and 
assume a geometrical figure corresponding to the 
particular note that was played. When another is sounded, 
the sand will shift and assume another figure. This shows 
that every vibration produces a corresponding geometric 
form 

There is agreement among science, medicine and metaphysics that certain frequencies can 
repel disease, and certain frequencies can destroy disease. Herein lies the link between 
frequency (vibration) and health. Everything in nature vibrates at different frequencies. In fact 
quantum physics describes the universe as nothing more than vibrating strings of energy! 
Scientific research has shown that different parts of our bodies have their own sonic 
signature. In other words the sound of the cells of your heart differs from the sound of the 
cells of your Lungs 

 

When parts of the body become stressed or dis-eased, they are no longer producing the 
correct sound wave; in other words they are not vibrating at their prime (optimal) resonant 
frequency. To re-establish or recalibrate your frequency, you need to understand how lower 
and higher vibrations affect your energy and health. 
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Hi-Tech Easy to Use Quantum Resonance Magnetic Analyzer 
plus Software 

 

 

The quantum resonant magnetic 
analyzer is a new instrument to 
analyze such phenomenon. The 
weak magnetic frequency and 
energy of human body are collected 
by holding the sensor, and after 
amplification by the instrument and 
treatment by the built-in micro-
processor, the data are compared 
with the standard quantum resonant 
spectrum of diseases, nutrition and 
other indicators incorporated in the 
instrument to judge whether the 
sample waveforms are irregular 
using the Fourier approach. 

 

Quantum Resonant Magnetic 
Analyzer 

All life vibrates. Everything living moves. All colors and sounds vibrate to a frequency nothing 
sits idle,Many of these frequencies were recorded in ancient Egypt by Hermes Trismegistus. 
Some of the designs on ancient structures are actually the patterns of sound vibrations and 
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when those notes are played they are music. here are some "Spiritual" type Music clips 
from different cultures,,you may find that with eyes closed the music brings one to a state of 
unity,,,your natural state... 

Some of the more radical proponents of 432 Hz as the true basis for 
concert pitch would indicate that everything in nature has a basis in 
432 vibrations per second, most of which has not been verified 
and/or is not verifiable. There is one realm of nature that does 
support the idea that 432 Hz has an organic basis - that is the 
movement of the sun. Without going into a lengthy technical 
monologue we can ascertain that the note C of a scale based on 
432 Hz can be reduced to a vibration rate of one vibration per 
second. We can further establish that the true origination for the 
measure of one second is based on the movement of the sun. There 
are further, more in depth, studies based on planetary motion and 
the harmonic overtones and undertones which do lend further 
support to the "organic" basis of 432 Hz as a solid foundation for 
musical structure. The tuning of a scale based on 440 Hz does not 
lend itself to a reduction on any basis which corresponds to a 
cosmic movement or rhythm. The difference between 440 Hz and 
432 Hz is only 8 vibrations per second, but it is a perceptible 
difference in the human experience.Source 

Sacred Harmony Resonator 

Vibrational medicine interfaces with subtle energy fields that underlie the functions of a 
physical body. It is based on the idea of resonant frequencies, similar to a tuned string on a 
musical instrument resonating with anything tuned to the same frequency, or an opera singer 
smashing a glass by singing at a certain pitch. Some sciences and philosophies have 
recognised vibrational elements as an important part of the universe. It is proving difficult to 
link these new sciences with the dogma of Western medicine. Even as long ago as 1928 
Thomas Sugrue recognised vibrational elements at work in the human body: - 

" The human body is made up of electronic 
vibrations, with each atom and elements of the 
body, each organ and organism, having its 
electronic unit of vibration necessary for the 
sustenance of, and equilibrium in that particular 
organism. Each unit, then, being a cell or a unit of 
life in itself has the capacity of reproducing itself by 
the first the law as is known as reproduction-
division. When a force in any organ or element of 
the body becomes deficient in its ability to 
reproduce that equilibrium necessary for the 
sustenance of physical existence and its 
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reproduction, that portion becomes deficient in 
electronic energy. This may come by injury or 
disease, received by external forces. It may come 
from internal forces through lack of eliminations 
produced in the system or by other agencies to 
meet its requirements in the body." 
Edgar Cayce (1928) from There is a River by 
Thomas Sugrue. 

PSYCHIC READINGS OF EDGAR CAYCE 

Vibrations of Matter~Life~Energy 

Everything vibrates) life is vibration. So is mind. So is matter.  Electricity or vibration is that 
same energy, same power, ye call God. All forces vibration, as all comes from one central 
vibration taking different form And as the electrical vibrations are given, know that Life itself, 
to be sure, is the Creative Force or God, yet its manifestations in man are electrical or 
vibratory.  Electricity is God in Action! Seeing this, feeling this, knowing this, ye will find that 
not only does the body become revivified, but by the creating in every atom of its being the 
knowledge of the activity of this Creative Force or Principle as related to spirit, mind, body, all 
three are renewed. 

"The Buddha said, "Sabbe Dhamma vedana 
samosarana", anything that arises in the mind starts 
flowing as a sensation on the body" 

We each have our own vibrations, and vibrate at our own rate. Vibrations vary in intensity 
within each person and from person to person, depending upon the experiences being 
manifested. We are attuned to our own vibrations - this attunement is acted upon or varied by 
the forces surrounding or within us. It would seem that vibrations act as a cohesive agent in 
all nature - holding things together - as all force is vibration. All bodies radiate those 
vibrations with which it, the body, controls itself, in mental, and physical, and such radiation is 
called the aura. Each functioning organ of the sensory system reflects a different vibration  

 
Vibration/frequencies can kill disease organisms. 

A one-celled Paramecium explodes (at point of upper arrow) as it is bombarded by radio 
frequency waves. Its fluid contents spill out into the space around it (at point of lower arrow). 

 



 

 

The Universe is the ultimate "radio" and we each vibrate at our own frequency. 

Quotes on Healing with Music, Sound and Vibration 

Ascended Master Saint Germain has said that, in truth, all one really needs to do to change 
any aspect of their life, heal any dis-ease, create abundance, or achieve Transfiguration of 
the physical body into the Ascended Realm, is to raise their vibration and frequency. 

Low Intensity and Frequency Pulsed Electromagnetic Fields  
Selectively Impair Breast Cancer Cell Viability 

Introduction: A common drawback of many anticancer therapies is 
non-specificity in action of killing. We investigated the potential of 
ultra-low intensity and frequency pulsed electromagnetic fields 
(PEMFs) to kill breast cancer cells. Our criteria to accept this 
technology as a potentially valid therapeutic approach were: 1) 
cytotoxicity to breast cancer cells and; 2) that the designed fields 
proved innocuous to healthy cell classes that would be exposed to 
the PEMFs during clinical treatment. Methods: MCF7 breast 
cancer cells and their normal counterparts, MCF10 cells, were 
exposed to PEMFs and cytotoxic indices measured in order to 
design PEMF paradigms that best kill breast cancer cells. The 
PEMF parameters tested were: 1) frequencies ranging from 20 
to 50 Hz; 2) intensities ranging from 2 mT to 5 mT and; 3) 
exposure durations ranging from 30 to 90 minutes per day for 
up to three days to determine the optimum parameters for 
selective cancer cell killing. Results: We observed a discrete 
window of vulnerability of MCF7 cells to PEMFs of 20 Hz frequency, 
3 mT magnitude and exposure duration of 60 minutes per day. The 
cell damage accrued in response to PEMFs increased with time and 
gained significance after three days of consecutive daily exposure. 
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By contrast, the PEMFs parameters determined to be most cytotoxic 
to breast cancer MCF-7 cells were not damaging to normal MCF-10 
cells. Conclusion: Based on our data it appears that PEMF-based 
anticancer strategies may represent a new therapeutic approach to 
treat breast cancer without affecting normal tissues in a manner that 
is non-invasive and can be potentially combined with existing anti-
cancer treatments.   

Rife Frequency Tools 

If and When our bodies deviate from their normal vibration, disease and ill effects can 
occur. 

To begin to understand what vibrational energy can really do for you, it helps to realize that 
the human body is really a magnificent quantum physics machine. We are made up of 
literally nothing more than vibrating energy. Humans are made of cells, which are made of 
atoms, which are made of particles, and those so-called particles are actually just vibrating 
energy. Every atom is just a probability wave, and most of the stuff we call physical matter is 
really made up of completely empty space. We are more empty space than physical stuff; 
more vibration than mass. Thus, we can be strongly impacted -- either positively or 
negatively -- by vibrational energy.  

 
Ultraviolet radiation from the sun, for example, helps support healthy moods, brain function, 
endocrine system function and sleep cycles. Sunlight photons also help us generate vitamin 
D, which prevents cancer, diabetes, depression and bone loss. Infrared radiation has been 
proven to speed recovery of wounds and injuries, and infrared LED devices are being tested 
by NASA to speed the growth of plants in space. 

"A Tesla coil was connected to the copper tubing and activated 
during the treatment. At the end of 2 weeks, 70% of the patients with 
depression or rheumatoid arthritis were markedly improved ".   

Our bodies simply can not fight dis-ease if our body pH is not properly balanced. 

The "Earth" frequency as a basis for healing 

 
With modern society bombarding us with so much electromagnetic energy, it seems 
increasingly obvious that getting more in tune with the "Earth energy" is universally healing. 
People who leave big, noisy cities and move out to the country enjoy spectacular health 
improvements. People who contact the earth through gardening, outdoors activities or 
consuming natural foods are far healthier than those who don't. And almost everyone agrees 
that a lush, green forest, humming with life, is calming and healing to both the mind and body 
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The universe is so vast it is not 
comprehensible by the human mind. It 
would be like an ant trying to understand 
the wonder of the internet. It can't be 
done. The universe humbles us as it 
should. 

One explanation behind all this is that the Earth itself hums at a specific frequency, well 
below the audible detection range of human beings, called the Schumann frequency or 
Schumann resonance, which you can read about on Wikipedia. If you multiply this Schumann 
resonance by multiples of two, you get higher harmonics of the same frequency, sort of like a 
higher octave on the piano. You can have a low level C note or a high level C note, and if you 
play them together, they are in harmony even though one is an octave higher than the other. 

Rife tools and Multiwave oscillators are 
claimed to complement each other based 
on the principle that life forms absorb 
energy. A multi wave Oscillator uses this 
principle to strengthen cells within the body 
to resist disease while a Rife machine uses 
this principle to destroy microorganisms 
with an overdose of frequency energy. 

 
If you want to help people get in touch with the frequency of the Earth, the obvious thing to 
do is get themv ibrating at multiples of the Earth frequency. Through a process called 
entrainment, physical objects absorb the vibrational frequencies of their immediate 
surroundings. If you have two tuning forks and you knock one of them to get it vibrating, you 
only have to hold it near the other tuning fork for it to start vibrating, too. The vibration 
frequency radiates from the source to all objects around it, causing those objects to vibrate in 
harmony with the source. This is essentially what the portable Rife and the MWO machines 
do, too: it broadcasts a high energy healing frequency , entraining your mind, body and even 
the physical space around you to a frequency that's more in tune with healthy vibrations. 

Vibrational Medicine 

Vibrational medicine is one of the most, if not the most widely studied field of medicine today. 
There is now global interest and research in the clinical applications of Vibrational Medicine. 
Vibrational Medicine, of which Homeopathy is a part, has been used by various systems of 
medicine throughout the ages, but because of its subtle nature, until recently it has been 
largely ignored by the mainstream medical establishment. Fortunately, this is no longer the 
case. Advancements in modern technology have made it possible for the unseen/subtle to be 
seen. Researchers can now view and measure the body's subtle energy fields, as well as 
changes in these fields after Vibrational Medicine modalities have been applied. With these 
findings has come a new surge of global interest, research, and discoveries in all systems of 
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medicine vibrational in nature. 

The Ultimate tool 

 

The Multiwave Oscillator 

In 1925, Georges Lakhovsky published a paper..... 

His expressed philosophy was that “the amplitude of cell oscillations must reach a certain 
value, in order that the organism be strong enough to repulse the destructive vibrations from 
certain microbes.” He goes on to say, “The remedy in my opinion, is not to kill the microbes in 
contact with the healthy cells but to reinforce the oscillations of the cell either directly by 
reinforcing the radio activity of the blood or in producing on the cells a direct action by means 
of the proper rays.” The Multiwave Oscillator produced low frequency ELF all the way 
through gigahertz radio waves with lots of “extremely short harmonics.” He favored such a 
wide bandwidth device so that, “The cells with very weak vibrations, when placed in the field 
of multiple vibrations, finds its own frequency and starts again to oscillate 
normally through the phenomenon of resonance.” 

 The human body is a multidimensional, vibrational being with numerous, complex energetic 
interactions continually taking place. These complex energetic interactions - a bioenergetic 
communication network - emit vibratory information that precisely specify the activities taking 
place within the body, and these vibratory emissions are measurable with modern 
equipment. Current research hypothesizes that every part of the body - mental, physical, and 
emotional - form this continuous interconnected bioenergetic communication network. 

Telomeres ordinarily shrink by 1% annually, from birth to death. The 
telomeres of people with unhealthy habits have much faster 
shrinkage, while those of people with the best habits and genes 
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shrink at a slower rate, thus enabling such people to live to 
approximately 100 years. Ultimately, telomere health is a major 
determinant of health and longevity. Rejuvenation or regrowth of 
telomeres is, therefore, a major key to longevity and health. 

In a pilot study, telomeres in 6 individuals, 3 men and 3 women from 
50 to 74 years of age, were measured initially in lymphocytes and 
neutrophils. Each participant then spent 30 minutes at least 5 days 
each week sitting or lying in an electromagnetic field of 54 to 78 
GHz, 50 to 75 decibels, or 1 billionth of a watt per centimeter square 

In 1925 a Russian engineer, Georges Lakhovsky, published his 
classic book, The Creation of Health, in French. It was translated 
into English in 1935 and is still in print. He stated that human DNA 
has a resonant frequency of 50+ gigahertz (GHz – billions of cycles 
per second). 

In the early 1980s, Ukrainian physicists determined that this 
frequency was 54-78 GHz and further reported that a majority of 
illnesses were "cured" by applying these frequencies to acupuncture 
points. Lakhovsky further reported "helping" many illnesses, 
including cancer, by applying a Tesla coil to two copper coils placed 
three feet apart with patients sitting in the center of these coils with 
the head near the center of the field induced by the Tesla coil. Tesla 
coils emit a random range of frequencies from 1 Hz up to at 
least 100 GHz. Source 

Each part of the body, even the smallest constituent, is a part of this bioenergetic 
communication network. Vibrational medicine stimulates this network, and the body's 
restorative systems respond without the side-effects associated with the use of 
pharmacological substances. Everything living vibrates at certain frequencies. This is true not 
only for molecules, cells, tissues, and organs, but also for parasites, bacterium, viruses, etc. 
Imbalances, disorders and diseases alter the bioenergetic communications network, and 
through the use of vibrational medical devices balance can be restored. Your body can then 
go to work healing itself! 

READ MORE ON THE MWO 

Be Aware 

In the 1950’s, Congressman Charles Tobey enlisted Benedict Fitzgerald, an investigator for 
the Interstate Commerce Commission, to investigate allegations of conspiracy and 
monopolistic practices on the part of orthodox medicine. This came about as the result of the 
son of Senator Tobey who developed cancer and was given less than two years to live by 
orthodox medicine. However, Tobey Jr., discovered options in the alternative field, received 
alternative treatment and fully recovered from his cancerous condition! That is when he 
learned of alleged conspiratorial practices on the part of orthodox medicine. He passed the 
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word to his father, Senator Charles Tobey, who initiated an investigation. The final report 
clearly indicated there was indeed a conspiracy to monopolize the medical and drug industry 
and to eliminate alternative options. * "Royal R. Rife" by Gerald F. Foye ISBN 0-9659613-3-8 

The "Fitzgerald Report" was submitted into the Congressional Record Appendix August 3, 
1953 
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